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A new edition usually makes its appearance with the plea of being an Unproved one, and the

addition of ten more studies to the fifty previously published mav certainly be considered in this light.
These ten extra studies are also taken from the original collection of 84 Studies(published in 1810,) as
the sixteen added supplementary as Op. 81. are of less value. It had been pointed out to the editor a

longtime ago, by competent judges, that there were gaps which it was desirable to fill, in order to com.
plete the technical course of study which the player has to go through. In the selection of these ten
new studies, as well as in various little additions in the foot-notes to the former fifty, 'the introduction

of the arrow head.(^) the comma, ( 9 ) and the doited line.{ .....) and in corrections of fingering arising

from practical experience, the editor has enjoyed the cooperation of his esteemed friend and colleague
Professor Carl Eschmann- Jlumur of Lausanne, whom the editor takes this opportunity of publicly thank-

ing for his valuable assistance.

The arrow head.(/)is to continually remind the student to attack a single note or chord from thewrist;

the comma, (

»

to withdraw the hand at the end of a phrase, or w here a slovenly lingering of the hand
might be indulged in

;
and the dotted lines( ) to connect double notes and chords a*s legato as pos-

sible in passing from one to the other.

Study I. measure 80.

For example

The K is held down until the low G is struck

Study III. measure 1 and 3.

The A is held down until the low E is struck. These examples are sufficient explanations of the use
of the doited lines wherever they are met with.

That the new features introduced in this edition will be highly commended by instructors and students,
admits of no doubt. Experience has proven that the more clearly every thing is explained and defined
in the notation of a composition,the more rapid will be the progress of-ihe scholar and the less tedious the
task of the teacher.

1196 - 35



* Tf the right hand uses the upper fingering the left hand should do the .same.
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1.

First of all, practise each hand separately, slowly, and with uniform strength. As a test, the attempt should

be afterwards made to accelerate the time and substitute for the forte an invariable mezzo piano. At the ap-
pearance of the slightest indistinctness the pupil should return to the first method. It is only after having
mastered the mechanical difficulties, that both hands should be tried together. The rendering of the "crescendos',

‘diminuendos” etc. has then to be studied in a like manner, viz. before both hands are tried together the stu-

dy must be practised by each hand separately, in strict fulfillment of the dynamic directions. These principles

are, of course, to be observed in practicing all these studies.

2.

The teacher should insist on the systematic execution of the Arpeggio wherever it is demanded and should,

likewise, conscientiously correct the habit of striking the notes successively where it is not particularly

marked. The slightest concession on this point at the commencement of instruction will cause ineradicable harm.

The first Arpeggio Chord

must be accented as follows-.

The difference in the execution of both Arpeggio Chords is due, partly to their different duration in time, and
partly to the difference produced in the sound when played together with both hands in their respective forms.

The necessity of striking one chord after the other in the first bar arises from the poverty of sound which

would result from an execution similar to that in bar 10, because the upper notes are only a repetition of the

lower ones, at the distance of three octaves.

3.

For the explanation of the arrow,'*, the comma, A, and the dotted lines, see preface.
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1. To put down the outside fingers firmly and to hold them on their notes is the chief thing necessary for a beneficial study

of this piece. The change of fingering here given must be made as rapidly as possible.

2. The iuovementofthe middle fingers in both bands,while preserving an unvaried lightness of touch should,nevertheless,

always keep to the natural melodic expression ofthe figure-thatisto say,in ascending a slight crescendo should be made,and

in descending a slight diminuendo.

3. The repetition signs in this and other studies from letters A to A,B to B, Ac. are introduced to enable tlle student to practice

them in sections The measures thus marked may be repeated 4,8, 12 or 16 times,in factas often as found neeessary.When

all the difficulties the study offers have been thoroughly mastered,the repetitions are of course no longer heeded. A1

1

characters (notes orfingering) in brackets (p) are to be played only when a phrase is repeated.

1196-34
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1. The apparent insignificance of the part allotted to the lefthand in this study inustnot lead to the idea that the remarks

made in N9 1 about the separate study of each hand can be dispensed with. On the contrary, the separate study will add

considerable to the musical interest of the piece, and will, thus, also indirectly benefit the play of the right hand.

*2. The editor considered it necessary in this, as in many other parts,to change the apparently convenient fingeringof

Cramer; in order to give every opportunity for the individual training of the neglected fourth finger. Hy this emancipa-

tion of the fourth finger, a correct position of the hand is essentially ensured.

1196 - 34
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1. A more appropriate division between the two hands of the passages in bars 14, 17 and 25 seemed to

be demanded from rythmical as well as from purely mechanical reasons. To the latter belongs the rule to

avoid the use of the thumbs while crossing the hands, since they hinder the facility of movement by

bringing the whole palm into play.

2. The fingering given in bars 10 and 11 is applicable to all similar movements in those keys which

do not employ all the blaCfe notes. On transposing this study into B or 1)1’ the following fingering would,

on the contrary, be preferable: for the left hand 1324 , 1 3 2

4

; for the right hand 1423
,
ms.

1196 - 34
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1 What we commonly call "Bravura” even a beginner may attain by a right study of this piece, namely by clear-

ness, equality of strength and strictness of time. Dynamic nuances may, on the whole, be left out of consideration.

2 The chief object of this study will be attained if the player, after having mastered all the individual difficulties,

can play the piece half a dozen consecutive limes with increasing power and speed.

3 . The thirtyseconds in the right hand (in bars 2, 4, 6, 28. 29) may be struck with the third note of the

left hand triplet. This permission is justified by, e. g, the tradition for the execution of the I). major Pre-

lude and of the E minor Fugue in the second Part of Bach's "Wohltemperirtes Klavier.”

4. In the figure in bars 21 and 22 the fingering 2 3 4 or 3 4 5 might also be employed.

1196 - 34
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The usefulness of this study will be still more obvious if the player will transpose it into the keys of G

minor and F minor. The exercise of transposing canhot be too early recommended to the pupil, as it culti-

vates the ear and developes the musical understanding.

1196-34
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1. The editor's experience in teaching lias shown him that this study, in its original key of 1) major is useless

as compared with the key of I)!’ major into which he has transposedit. A more suitable fingering for hands of

limited stretching powers in unbroken legato playing,for instance ingoing from the first into the second bar, is not

to be found.

2. The player cannot be too particular about holding down the thumb firmly in the left hand in bars 9, 13 and 1 1,

whilst the second finger passes over it to the last quaver. Generally, sufficient attention is not given to exercisessmh

as this in"polyphonic" playing.

3. A transposition of this study into C major is also recommended, in which ease the unavoidable alteration of fin-

gering may be left to the discretion of the teacher.

1196-34
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Moderato con espressione. • _ 132.
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while endeavoring 10 gain an even touch, should at the same time, keep up the proper spirit regarding the progression

of the base. This spirit must be shown by accenting, not too perceptibly, the notes marking the progress of modulation.

Of course these accentuations are not to be too frequent,as,for instance,the bars 1 and 2 do not admit of a repeated accent,

nation of the lowest note. In the 5'1* bar on the contrary, in addition to the first and third quarter, the fourth and eight

eighth are to be slightly accented,in the sixth and seventh barevery quarter, whilst in the 23Cd and 31§! bar the second

quarter must not be accented on account of the sustained harmony.

2 . No less useful is the separate study ofthe right hand to ensure an intelligent and beautiful interpretation.Careful alien,

tion should be given the seemingly complicated fingering which is dictated by a regard totlu* different qualities of touch

and a correct declamation of the melodic phrases.

3. The turn in bar 29 may be played in two ways either »-•- **V* - *’ or 4 * * f
— but the editor pre-

fers the latter way because it adheres more strictly to the rhythmintended namely a dotted quarter held over the second

beat and the dissonance of the A? against the G of the bassfon the 4'il eighthXannot be considered objectionable.

1196-34
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pecially in conjunction with the phrasing, systematic alterations might have been made. Yet the principal object

is to learn a legatissimo in both hands which, throughout,rise and fall in union.

3. By the division of the slurs, the player will see that the first up-beat note is silent, and that the subject be.

gins with an Arsis up.beat to which, after two bars, a very slight accent is given. A deviation from this phras-

ing, in bars 34. 40, is justified by the extension of the melody, in which any break before the final eighth of

bars 34 and 38 is inconceivable.

3. The metre must be thought of as follows: $J*|JJ*jJ l |jJ*Jand (he fingers should linger

slightly on the first and fourth notes in both hands, though, of course, without delay in striking the second

and fifth notes.

4. The new popular editions (Litolff and Peters) give f instead of b? as the second eighth of the left hand in

bars 35 and 39, which is contradicted by the old English edition (with the am hors own corrections) which

the editor had before him.

1196- 34
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2. The staccati which appear alternately in both hands are to be played very short! bars 13-16.)

3. The episode in bars 21- 25 requires particular attention.as much on account of the changing of the fingers in the
passage ofthe right hand as.also, on account ofthe skips with the first finger ofthe left hand when crossing.

4. In spite of its great similarity to the first study, this one has not thereby been rendered superfluous.

1196-34
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2. Bars 1. 4. 12 and 28 are the only ones t hat will give trouble to hands of small stretching capability. It must be
left to thejudgement ofthe teacher to make any necessary modifications to lessen this difficulty in each individual case.

3. As regards the technical aim of this piece, its form, which may serve as a model, and its contents both in melody
and modulation should be separately studied. It consists of eight phrases of eight bars eachtlie last bar counting as
two.

4. It will be of great use both technically and as a practical application of the first knowledge of harmony, to trans-
pose this study into keys of C# minor and H minor.

lim - 34
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1.

Changing the fingers on the same key is one of the most useful means of gaining flexibility and rapidity.These

however, can be attained only by the most careful attentionto distinctness, and a due control of this necessitates a very

moderate speed, especially in first beginning the study.

2. The fatigue usually felt by the player, especially in the first stage of practising an unbroken light staccato, will im-

perceptibly lead him to seek for resting places,or'breathing points" ( Stiitzpunkten) which he thinks will be found by

slurring together single intervals,that,by their regular recurrence, immediately strike the ear, for example, in bars 1.

8 in the connection of every fourth sixteenth with the following one. It is advisable by self- watchfulness to guard a.

gainst this temptation. On the other hand.the slur on the second quarter of bars 9 and 11 in the left hand is neces.

sary. because dit is a passing note which requires accenting to distinguish it from the bass notes c, a,on the third

and forth quarters.

3. Hars 15 and 16. The third quarter in the right hand is a suspension which is resolved on the fourth quarter in

the left hand.

N.B. This study is not included in any other German edition.and was composed afterw ards by Cramer as a substi-

tute for N9 14 of the first volume ofthe orignal English edition. The proof-copy of the original English editionin the

possession ofthe Firm of Jos. Aibl. contains the remark ‘‘new’’ in J. B. Cramer’s own handwriting.

use -34
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1. As a certain continuity is not only asked but necessary in the special study of every mechanical difficulty,the editor has

placed this study next in order to number eleven, which was especially written for the fourth and fifth fingers, and has fol-

lowed it by two other sUtdies on the shake. No special explanation is needed, moreover, to point out that in the present exercise

a new technical figure has appeared;the weaker fingers being here joined to the stronger ones in an equally light and rapid

touch. Besides this.the player gains the faculty of rapidly drawing the fingers together after suddenly stretching them out,

whereby the whole liand cultivates a kind of rounded movement in such a mannerthat it appears to be perfectly at rest. Herr

Carl Esclunann makes use ofthe following different readingin his teacliing.and it deserves imitation:

5 C~5 J 5 -1-5

and
~

1> f

a.The editorWs special stress onthe importance ofa very exaetfingering for the left hand. His experience ofthe force of

the law of indolence has taught him that a fingering such as the usual convenient

to the following audible,or rather.inaudible, results.-

:

y
-~

U too generally leads
^

^

In polyphonic music;! that is,music in more than one pa rt ,

)

this manner of playing sometimes leads to the most flagrant misunderstanding of the progression of .parts. Passages in

tl>irds,as,for example,those piano passages in the Presto of Beethoven's C4 minor Sonate Op. 27, N9 2, bars 47, 48, 53

and 54, require asiinilar fingering for a correct execution,especially as the deeper touch ofthe modern pianoforte in-

clines one to this habit of indolence far more than was the casein the earlier epochs of pianoforte playing under the

reign ofthe Viennese pianoforte mechanism. U96 - 34
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1. The editor thinks that a shake consisting of six notes to the eighth is of more use than the four notes

which the original edition gives.

2

.

To begin the shake on the upper auxiliary note is justified both by the importance it plays in the piece,by a due

regard to the smoothness of the after-turn, and by the charm it gives as a suspention note, since it nowhere

destroys the clearness of the harmony.

3.

There are exceptions to this in the left hand in bars 25, 27, 35 and 37, w here to begin w ith the auxiliary note

would cause a confusion in the bass harmonies in their most essential point, their roots.

4.

In bars 13 _ 15 a critial revision of the left hand part seemed indispensable, as in the original it is inconceivably

meagre.° 1196-34
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T
Tliis would seem to be the right place for the present study, as a counterpart to the foregoing one. As all the so.

called"power”in pianoforte playing depends upon the flexibility which the fingers have attained by practice, so all

the independence of the fourth and fifth fingers which has been gained inthe previous studies will be of use here

for the proper execution of the upper part. By writing out the shake in full.the editor hopes he may have reme .

died that pitiable helplessness which often leads to the most preposterous interpretations of passages, as, for in.

st anee, in the last movements of Beethovens Sonatas Op. 53, 109, and 111, and also in the first movement of Op.lOti.

1186 - 34
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